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Abstract

The ReleasePlanner is a state-of-the-art release planning tool which generates the ‘optimal’ plan for developing a given list of system requirements, by ‘maximizing’ the utilization of resources such as developers time and skills within the given constraints such as project cost and duration. For a system that is both security-sensitive and evolving, however, it is unclear whether such treatments of general requirements in the ReleasePlanner can still optimize the activities without considering that security requirements are often constraints on functional requirements, and that all these requirements are subject to change. To clarify this, we used the meeting scheduling system for an office building (i.e., the Janie Lee Building) as an example project in the report. Specifically, we listed both security and functional requirements as the input for the ReleasePlanner to generate the plans that were ‘optimal’, yet they were found impractical in reality. As a result, we identified several pitfalls that might help adopters of the ReleasePlanner to avoid when security and evolving requirements are important to their projects.
1 Introduction

The end-user security is becoming increasingly important and a lot of Scientists emphasized on eliciting security requirements of end-users for the development of secure software systems. There are many different ways to represent security requirements for early analysis of the secure software but existing approaches are only limited to specifications [4]. The management of security requirements is important as security is dynamic element of the system and changes by time. According to Mens et al., incremental/iterative software development methods can play central role in management of any types of requirements [5]. Similarly, in the case of security such methods can become more effective to manage requirements by delivering the most important requirements earlier and to update evolving security requirements due to exposed vulnerabilities.

Release planning (RP) is the most important step in incremental development to decide which requirements to to be delivered when. The purpose of RP is to select optimal set of requirements in sequence of candidate releases and plan delivery of each individual release [1]. The selection of requirements in subsequent releases is called strategic release planning and have central place in defining overall goal of the product. There are many approaches of strategic release planning, some are implemented in the form of tool and used by industry, for example Evolve* [8] is a recognized model of release planning and implemented in the form of tool ReleasePlanner

ReleasePlanner is a decision support tool generates optimal release plans for delivering product in increments. Release-planner is applied in different settings on various sets of requirements to check optimality of the solutions and efficiency of the tool [9]. This tool is never applied to plan a set of security requirements according to best of our knowledge. One can argue that security requirements are subclass of other requirements and already such requirements are handled by ReleasePlanner but security requirements are different and more challenging from other requirements according to definition provided by Haley et al [2].

The changes in requirements are very common due to changes in system’s context and boundaries. According to Thun et al, the changes in security requirements are more difficult to manage and can impact on the whole system’s functionality [11]. The release planning process support adjustment of evolving requirements after post release analysis through re-planning. But, knowing the usefulness of ReleasePlanner to adjust changes at strategic

\footnote{https://www.releaseplanner.com/}
level is still an open question to answer. Specifically, the adjustments of evolving security requirements is of particular interest in this study. Therefore, purpose of this study is to apply ReleasePlanner on a case Meeting Scheduler System to know its working to handle functional, security and evolving security requirements.

The report is organized into following sections. The research question and proposed research methodology is described in this section. The background of release planning and description of basic functions of ReleasePlanner is provided in Section 2. Section 3 consists on the data collection, results and analysis of the case study. Discussion and future work are presented in Section 4, while a detail list of input to release-planner is provided in section 5.

1.1 Research Question

The goal of research is to get an understanding of ReleasePlanner to develop a strategic release plan in existence of functional, security and evolving security requirements. The following is a research question to fulfil this goal.

**RQ:** How ReleasePlanner treats functional, security and evolving security requirements for strategic release planning

It is important to know the working of ReleasePlanner for developing a strategic release plan before understanding how it deals with different types of requirements. Therefore, the following sub-question is formulated for getting an overall understanding of the tool.

**SubRQ:** How ReleasePlanner develops a strategic release plan?

1.2 Research Methodology

An exploratory case study is selected as a method of investigation to understand the working of ReleasePlanner in existence of functional, security and evolving security requirements [7]. The data is collected by capturing screen shots of operations and steps of the tool. The different sets of inputs are provided to tool for data collection that includes requirements, requirement's estimations and stakeholder preferences. The results are analyzed qualitatively through interpretation and observations.
2 Background

In this section basic concepts related to security requirements and strategic release planning are discussed, additionally a brief description about the functionality of industrial tool ReleasePlanner is also provided.

2.1 Security Requirements

Requirements Engineering (RE) is one of the important phases of software development. The purpose of RE is to facilitate in better understanding of the proposed system through elicitation, specification and analysis of stakeholders’ requirements. Recently, the area of Security Requirements Engineering (SRE) emerged by combining RE and security engineering to elicit, analyze and specify application specific security requirements.

According to Haley et al.[2] security requirements are constraint on the functional requirements to operationalize one or many security goals of the system. A security goal is to protect important assets of the system from potential threats to avoid any harm. Here security analysts can define system’s assets, harm and potential threats according to their situation. One can argue that security goal is more like a higher level protection aim, while security requirement can be considered as objectives to achieve the desire aim.

Security requirements are categorized into two groups non-functional(SR) and functional (SFR) by the common criteria [6]. The SR is considered as behavior specification of desire protection to prevent or mitigate the threat, on the other hand SFR is a security mechanism to realize the behavior specification.

The following are some approaches used to represent security requirements for early analysis.

In Haley’s approach, the security requirements are elicited by constructing security goals from the owner’s perspective. Then security arguments are developed about the elicited requirements to check their usefulness in preventing realization of attacker’s goals in operating domain of the system.

Lin et al. [3] have introduced the idea of abuse frames and anti requirements to identify security requirements in the problem world instead of looking everything in the solution world. The approach is useful to analyze security at early stage of the system from system’s owner and attacker’s perspective.

Another goal oriented approach by Axel et al.[12] helps in identification of security requirement from system’s owner and attacker’s perspective by
the construction of intentional model/anti models.

2.2 Strategic Release Planning

Strategic release planning is concerned with selection of requirements in subsequent releases to define a product road map. The aim of strategic RP (road-mapping) is not only to select requirements in subsequent releases but balance different constraints or parameters to fulfil the demands of all stakeholders (Customer and development organization). Svalnberg et al have described two types of technical and non-technical constraints are involved during strategic RP [10]. Here technical constraints are referred as requirements dependency, precedence etc, while non-technical means resource, risk constraints etc.

A release plan is refined, updated and re-planned at both levels (strategic and operational) after the delivery of each release through post release analysis. Post release analysis is conducted for taking customer feedback, defect detection and process improvement etc. It can help in re-prioritizing of requirements during re-planning of strategic plan.

There are many ad-hoc (based on human intuition), systematic (based on some computational method) and hybrid (combination of ad-hoc and systematic) approaches to plan and re-plan a release. But some models are validated in Industry and implemented in the form of tool while others have no tool support. Evolve* is one of the many models which is implemented in the form of tool named ReleasePlanner for strategic release planning. It is mostly recognized as decision support tool because it generates alternative release plans, which means it act as a facilitator. Eventually, the product managers or people involved with development take the final decisions about selection of requirements. ReleasePlanner claimed to be useful for strategic release planning of any planning scenarios including software requirements. The following is a brief description of ReleasePlanner.

2.2.1 ReleasePlanner- a Strategic Release Planning Tool

The purpose of this section is to provide details about the interface of ReleasePlanner. The interface of ReleasePlanner is divided into three main sections for performing different operations.

The purpose of first section “My projects” is to manage new and ongoing projects. In this section, an existing project can be opened by clicking on the desire project. On the other hand for creating new project, there are lot of required steps by the ReleasePlanner. The information about max-
imum number of planned releases and object of planning like requirement, feature, service etc are required by the ReleasePlanner during first step of the project creation. In second step, it requires to enter desire voting and resource calculation criteria. Then it is necessary to specify the planning criteria for stakeholders' voting in third step for creating the project. There are five planning criteria supported by ReleasePlanner including "Urgency", "Value", "Risk", "Time to market" and "Volatility". The assignment of weights to each specified planning criteria on the scale of zero to nine is fourth step. Where zero is no weight and nine is referred to extremely high weight. Fifth and final step consists of assigning weight to each release on the scale of zero to nine similarly as assigning weight to the planning criteria.

The second section “My project information” contains all project relevant information like different inputs before the results or solution stage. In other words, this section includes information about available and required resources, list of requirements to plan, any grouping of requirements, requirement dependencies and one part of section is related to handle stakeholders. Resource type and capacities is one of the important parts of this section where total available cost and time are logged for each release. It is essential step as overall budget of release and selection of requirements are determined later in solution stage based on the input provided here. The next key part of this section is requirement dependencies where ReleasePlanner allows you to define coupling and precedence constraints for each requirement. It is also considered as necessary step to fulfil desire goal of release. Another part of this section is stakeholders’ area where different information about stakeholder is available and stakeholders can be added or deleted. The precise information about stakeholders’ vote based on planning criteria and analysis of each vote for the requirement is important part of this section. In this way, it is a lot easier for development organization to know participation of stakeholders’ in prioritization, conformance of stakeholders’ voting, any common or conflicting requirements and each stakeholders’ excitement level for the voted requirement.

The third section “My project results” is dedicated to generate, view and analyze results of the project. There are three important parts “Optimize solution set”, “Analyze solution set” and “What if analysis” in this section. First part allows generating alternative release plans of the selected project, while in second part the deep analysis of generated solution set is possible. Deep analysis of each solution set like number of requirements selected in each release, optimality of each solution, total number of delivered requirements, resources consumed in release and excitement level of stakeholders can be viewed. Third part of this section is important and interesting as it
help to change values of different constraints for the planning and to look how changing value of a constraint can change the whole set of solutions.

2.2.2 Definitions and Terms

The following are some definitions and terms commonly used in the ReleasePlanner.

Release A small chunk of complete product or one milestone for product development

Planning Object Any object to plan the releases like requirement, features and services

Resource type and capacities Resource type and capacities: Resources required in different phases of software development can be categorized into different types like design, development, testing resources etc. ReleasePlanner allow to define any resource types and also the resource constraints for each type. While capacities are referred as the available resources of the organization. Estimations of required resources for each planning object(requirement)according to resource type are essential for defining resource constraints. Cost and time are commonly defined resource constraints. Risk can be defined as a resource type. Here risk is in terms of implementing a requirement or overall risk associated with the release

Requirements dependencies It is a coupling and precedence relationship between two or more requirements, coupling means that both interrelated requirements needs to be released together, while precedence relationship holds when one requirement can not be released before releasing the other.

Stakeholders People involved with the projet like customers, end-users, other peoples exits in the environment of the system and legal experts.
3 Case Study - a Meeting Scheduler System

The Jennie Lee Building (JLB) is home of computing department at the open university. Currently, there is no automated system in place for scheduling of meetings instead MS office tools like Excel are used for this purpose. Departmental secretaries are responsible for booking and assignment of rooms for any meeting request by the staff or students. The secretaries make sure that meeting rooms can only be accessible during the meeting hours and rooms remain locked in any other timing. They are using door keys for this purpose. Usually, the chair person of meeting takes the key from secretaries and return it after completion of meeting. One staff member of the building is participating as customer in this study. The included staff member have relevant knowledge of the system and he has provided all demands for the new meeting scheduler system. The following operations are performed by on customer demands for preparing inputs for the ReleasePlanner. The list of customer demands, requirements, requirement estimations and dependencies can be viewed in appendix 7.

- Elicitation and categorization of functional, security and evolving security requirements from customer demands
- Resource estimations for implementing each requirement
- Coupling and precedence relationship between requirements
- The delivery of complete product in total number of releases
- Estimations of total available time and cost can be allocated to each release
- Stakeholder preferences of requirements

In the next stage, a new project "Meeting Scheduler JLB" was created in the ReleasePlanner to provide all the inputs for data collection.

3.1 Data Collection

All necessary information for data collection was provided to ReleasePlanner, for further details about the inputs look at appendix 7. It was decided to deliver the whole system into five releases. The following data is collected to analyze the generated strategic plan for planning of five releases.
3.1.1 Optimize Solution Set

The ReleasePlanner automatically generates an optimized release plan with five different alternatives. It is possible to analyze the generated solution by using “Analyze solution set” section of the tool. The “Analyze solution set” section is divided into five steps. It also generates a report in the pdf version to facilitate analysis of a solution. The following are snapshots of each step to explain the results for developing a strategic plan to deliver system into the five releases.

The five alternative strategic release plans are shown in Figure 1, one or a set of requirements are selected in each alternative plan. For example most of the requirements are selected to be delivered in first and fifth release in alternative 1. The figure is divided into three main columns, first column is showing a unique ID of requirement, a name of requirement is shown in the second column, while third column is showing release plans and further divided into five columns to show all the alternatives. It is important to note that all five releases are represented with a different color from the other. The following is a color scheme for all five releases.

**Release 1**: is represented with a Green color

**Release 2**: is represented with an Orange color

**Release 3**: is represented with a Grey color

**Release 4**: is also represented with a Grey color

**Release 5**: again Grey color is used to represent it

**Postponed**: is represented with a Dark Grey color

The figure 2 is depicting a degree of optimality, sum of stakeholder’s preferences for all requirements and total number of requirements assigned to each release in alternative plans. Here, it is important to mention that feature points are referred to total number of points given by a stakeholder to all requirements. The term feature and requirements are inter-changeable and have similar meaning in this study. A plan have higher degree of optimality when values of all parameters are equally considered. A green bar in the figure 2 is showing the plan with higher degree of optimality. Similarly, one can clearly see the more stakeholder’s feature points and number of requirements selected in each alternative. The purpose of such quality evaluation of alternative plans is to determine a best alternative among all.
### 1. Quality evaluation of plan alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for Planning</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
<th>Alternative 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of certainty</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder feedback</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall evaluation</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Quality evaluation of alternative release plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of features assigned to Number of releases assigned to</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3</th>
<th>Alternative 4</th>
<th>Alternative 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The figure 3 is showing an excitement level of participating stakeholders for all the planning criteria. The different planning criteria are already mentioned in background 2.2.1. The purpose of such analysis is to predict a reaction of stakeholders about the particular alternative plan. For example, the excitement level of two stakeholders is shown in the figure, each of them have a neutral excitement level for the alternative, a value of neutral excitement level of each stakeholder is also shown. It indicates that both stakeholders can behave differently on this assignment of requirements in the alternative. The figure is divided into three columns, where first column is describing an excitement score, the second is explaining value of excitement (adding excitement of all planning criteria) and third column is showing the identity of a stakeholder. The following is an explanation of different excitement scores as described in the ReleasePlanner.

**Very Excited:** Stakeholder is expected to feel very excited about this assignment

**Excited:** Stakeholder is expected to feel excited about this assignment

**Neutral:** Stakeholder is expected to feel indifferent about this assignment

**Disappointed:** Stakeholder is expected to feel disappointed about this assignment

**Very Disappointed:** Stakeholder is expected to feel very disappointed about this assignment

**Surprised:** Stakeholder is expected to feel surprised about this assignment

**Very Surprised:** Stakeholder is expected to feel very surprised about this assignment

**N/A** Not available. (User did not perform any voting on this feature)

The figure 4 is showing an excitement level of an individual stakeholder for all alternative plans. In this way, an excitement score of each alternative is clearly visible and helps in determining the stakeholder preferences for all alternatives. The meaning of each excitement score is similar as described above.

In the fifth step of "Analyze Solution Set", one can compare total resource consumption in a release with total available resources for a release as shown

\[ \text{https://www.releaseplanner.com/} \]
Figure 3: Stakeholder excitement evaluation for one release plan and multiple stakeholders.

Figure 4: Stakeholder excitement evaluation for one stakeholder and multiple plans.
in the figure 5. The consumption of resources is indicated in a percentage for each release, while a bar is also showing the level of resource usage, the brighter the bar is the higher the rate of consumption. We would like to mention that two resource types “cost” and “time” are used in this study. Therefore, in the figure 5 a resource consumption of both types is shown separately. ReleasePlanner provides the facility to even see the resource consumption at requirements level by highlighting the total cost and time allocated to implement each requirement. But such diagrams are not shown in this study for the sake of simplicity.

![Resource consumption of alternative plans](image)

Figure 5: Resource consumption of alternative plans.

The figure 6 structure commonalities between alternative plans is showing a list of requirements which are most commonly selected in all the five alternative plans. The figure is divided into two columns requirement and conformance. A requirement with the most occurrences in all the five alternative plans is represented through a dark green color and the red color is categorizing the least occurrences of a requirement. The conformance of requirements is represented with the following color scheme.

**High conformance:** Dark Green color

**Medium to High conformance:** Yellow color
Medium conformance: Orange color

Medium to low conformance: Light Green color

Low conformance: Red color

3.1.2 Other Contributing Factors

The overall resource consumption and stakeholder’s voting have a central role in developing a strategic plan. Therefore, the following results of overall resource usage and about analysis of stakeholder’s voting are collected from the tool. We would like to mention that for the sake of simplicity, only sample diagrams (not complete) of different stakeholder’s voting analysis’s steps are presented in this study.

The figure 7 is showing a summary of total available and required resources in terms of cost and time to implement all the requirements. A resource utilization factor indicates the difference between available and required resources. The figure can be divided into two parts, first part in column and rows is showing the given time and cost to implement each requirement, while in the second part all the cost and time resources are summed up to get total resources.

In the ReleasePlanner stakeholder’s voting is performed based on the five planning criteria, where a stakeholder needs to priorities all requirements based on a planning criteria. The five types of planning criterion are discussed in the background section 2.2.1. Based on this mechanism of voting, the analysis is also performed for each planning criteria. In that analysis an average weighed value of a requirement, prioritization rank in reference
to other requirements and standard deviation of different stakeholder’s priorities for a requirement are provided for a planning criteria as shown in the figure 8. For example, one can see the average weighed value, prioritization rank and standard deviation of of “Urgency” (a planning criteria) in the column “Average urgency”, “Rank of the average urgency” and “Standard deviation of the average urgency” of the figure. Here, the higher value of “Average urgency” of a requirement shows the higher importance of a requirement on weighted average value. The meaning of rank 1 of a planning object (requirement) refers to the higher importance than other planning objects and more lower value of rank shows less importance, while less value of standard deviation shows a conformance between stakeholder priorities. Similarly, the overall priority of requirements by adding the values of all planning criteria is also shown in the figure 8. For example, the column “Overall priority” is showing the weighted priority of all planning criteria, the rank of a requirement among all planning criteria is highlighted in the column “Rank of the overall priority”, while the column “Standard deviation of the overall priority” gives information about the standard deviation of stakeholder’s priorities for all planning criteria. It is consider important to account the weight of each planning criteria for calculation of overall priority as planning criteria can have different weights. For example, “Urgency” can have weight on the scale of 0 to 9, where nine is the highest weight and certainly 0 is the lowest.

The purpose of diagram 9 is to show the most conflicted requirements among all stakeholder’s with their overall and according to each planning criteria priority. It has the same level of information as provided in the
Figure 8: A summary of conformance and selected planning criteria.

above diagram 8.

Figure 9: The most conflicted requirements from stakeholder voting.

In this figure 10, the most commonly votes requirements by all stakeholders are shown. Similarly with above diagram 9, it is has same level of information provided in the figure 8.

In this way, it is easier to analyze the impact of stakeholder’s voting on the selection of requirements in subsequent releases. An analysis of results is provided in the following section.
3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 Working of the ReleasePlanner

The ReleasePlanner automatically generates five different alternatives of a release plan instead of generating one solution. In this way, it is easier for decision-makers to choose an optimal plan of their choice. It not only generates a set of alternative plans but also provides the facility to analyze the results. The tool is based on an optimization algorithm proposed in the strategic release planning model Evolve* [8], therefore user do not need to do anything for generation of a plan except providing the desire input. In this study, we have provided a set of inputs to ReleasePlanner for developing a strategic plan to deliver a meeting scheduler system into five releases. The results in terms of five different alternative plans and analysis of each alternative are gathered in data collection phase. Each analysis step guide a decision-maker understanding any advantages or disadvantages of selecting a plan. In the following paragraph the steps to analyze a generated solution are discussed in detail.

The ReleasePlanner has a dedicated section “Analyze solution set” to analyze the generated solution, for further details about different sections in ReleasePlanner look at 2.2.1. There are five steps to analyze the generated solution, all the five steps provide a different information from each other. For example, the purpose of step one is to show five different alternative release plans, while a user can compare all alternative plans in step two. The step two provides an information about the most and least alternatives calculated using utility function according to the stakeholder’s expectations. It gives an information about number of requirements assigned to each release as already discussed in the above section 3.1.1. The purpose of third and forth step is to help decision-makers in knowing the preferences of stakeholder-voting.
ers about each alternative plan. In the fifth step, a resource usage summary of each release is presented, while last step shows the conformance of all requirements in different alternatives. Look at the data collection section 3.1.1 for further details about the each step. It is observed that aim of such analysis is to determine the best alternative among all, therefore below we are discussing a possible best alternative for a meeting scheduler system.

The structure plan 1 of alternative 1 shows the selection of requirements in first and fifth release only, which means that there is no need of second, third and forth releases. It also means alternative 1 can become more useful for an organization which want to deliver the system into less number of releases. One can see that alternative 1 has a higher degree of optimality and high rate of feature points from stakeholders in comparison to all the other alternatives. But, the excitement level of stakeholders for alternative 1 is neutral, which may have advantages and disadvantages. Now look at the resource consumption 5, no cost resources are used in second, third and forth releases but some time resources of release three and four are utilized to adjust the time overhead of the first and fifth release. Such consumption may have advantages and disadvantages depending upon the situation of the organization. In the following paragraphs, we have discussed other parameters which can help decision-makers for selection of an alternative.

The requirements dependencies have a great influence on the assignment of requirements in subsequent releases. Such influence is observed from the results of this study. For example, the Fun5 (a functional requirement) is selected to deliver in the fifth release with its interrelated requirements Fun6 and Fun7 in alternative 1. This coupling dependency was originally provided as input to the ReleasePlanner as shown in the table 5, this dependency is respected by the tool as shown in figure 8. Similarly, SRE1 (a security requirement) is interrelated with SRE2 through a coupling relationship, which is also respected by the tool. The precedence relationship between Fun1 and Fun4 is realized by selection of Fun1 in first and Fun4 in fifth release.

The stakeholder’s preferences are one of the key factors in selection of requirements. This fact is observed during this study as one can clearly see the high value of stakeholder’s feature points for alternative 1 in comparison to other alternatives as shown in the figure 2. The excitement level of stakeholders also favor the alternative 1.

The efficient utilization of resources is another goal to achieve from a strategic plan. Now, look at the figure 5 and see that resources are used efficiently in alternative 1 comparing to the other alternative plans. But, we can not say that resources are utilized in best possible way in alternative 1.
as it depends on the organization's situation and nature of the project. It also depends on the constraints and inputs provided to the \texttt{ReleasePlanner} for developing a plan. We have observed that in such sequential way of development the even distribution of different resources (allocated to a release plan) is challenging because a resource can be more or less efficiently used compare to the others. For example, one can analyze that cost (a resource) is not utilized at all in the fourth release but time resource of forth release is completely utilized to deal with the time overheads of first and fifth release.

### 3.2.2 Treatment of requirements

In the \texttt{ReleasePlanner} all requirements are treated as planning objects and logged into the “Requirements” section of the tool. The requirements can be grouped according to their type like “functional”, “security” and “evolving security” but such grouping have no influence on the planning. The only purpose of grouping is to categorize alike requirements together for better understanding. It is observed that all the functional requirements are treated equally but requirements dependencies and stakeholder’s priorities make a requirement more important or less important to deliver in a release. Such importance of requirements from the stakeholder’s point of view can be analyzed through voting analysis as shown in the figures 9 and 10. Similarly, the resources required to implement a requirement also contribute to define the priority of a requirement but there is no other differentiation is made between functional requirements.

The security requirements are constraints on the functional requirements as defined by Haley et al.[2]. Based on this definition a coupling relationship exists between security and other functional requirements for developing them together in a release. It means both requirements need to develop in the same release as one can see in the figure 1 a security requirement (SRE1) is selected to deliver in the same release with its corresponding functional requirement (FUN5). Here SRE1 is to “protect a booked room”, while FUN5 is to “book room”. Now the developers needs to construct both requirements together in a release to fulfill the constraint that have some disadvantages. First, the functional requirement is positive constraint of the system, while security is a negative. Such relationship of positive constraints with negative constraints don't explicitly visible in the \texttt{ReleasePlanner}, which can mislead a developer. Second, the selection of such related requirements together in a release can affect the selection of other important requirements. Third, developers may need to wait for the development of a functional requirement to develop its corresponding security requirement, which can affect the
utilization of resources. Forth, the development or deliver of both requirements together do not mean that they are functioning together as well. In other words, consider someone have ordered you to develop a door (functional requirement) and lock (security requirement). Now, you have planned to deliver the lock and door together, which does not make any sense for the customer as he has nothing to do with the door and lock as separate entities. Actually, he wants you to develop them in any order but deliver a door with a lock fitting on it for protecting the room or whatever way he want to use the door. Similarly, the treatment of security requirement alike any other requirement is not practical as the attributes protection, asset and harm of a security requirement distinguishes it from any other types of requirements.

The security requirements are dynamic and changes overtime like any other kinds of requirements. Therefore, it is considered important to in-line a strategic plan according to the changes in security requirements. During this study, we have not found any explicit way to deal with evolving security requirements by the ReleasePlanner. Therefore, this tool may require a special treatment of evolving security requirements than other kinds of requirements. The reason is that security requirements have different attributes from other requirements and evolvement of one attribute of security requirement can influence a change on security as constraint and security functional requirement (mechanism to realize the constraint).
4 Discussion

ReleasePlanner is an effective tool to generate optimal strategic release plans. It is really useful to balance the different constraints involved in strategic RP. The optimality of a generated solution is totally dependent on the provided input. Therefore, a great care is required while making estimations, analysis of requirements, determining requirement dependencies and stakeholders’ votes. It is observed that getting a stakeholder’s preferences of requirements is one of the key function of the ReleasePlanner.

Stakeholders’ voting is one of the important element in the whole release planning process. Therefore a proper knowledge of the tool is very important for stakeholders to perform voting correctly. The most of the participants involved in this case study have complained about complexity of the voting process. Consequently, only two people participated as stakeholders, which is a limitation of this study. However, a complete written guidance to use the tool was provided to all the participants, which is available in appendix 7.2. But, we do want to mention that participants were not pushed for joining the study due to ethical reasons. Therefore, it is recommended to ensure a proper training of stakeholders before inviting them to use the stakeholders’ voting section of the tool. It can be interesting to know that how to get a stakeholder’s preferences for security requirements as these are different from other requirements. The current criteria of stakeholders’ voting in the ReleasePlanner can be improved further to make voting process simpler for the stakeholders.

Requirements dependencies are one of the important constraints in the whole release planning process. There is no such support by the ReleasePlanner to capture requirement dependencies. Currently, the tool only allows to log the dependencies in its “Requirements dependency” section. But, the correct identification of such dependencies is equally important for developing an effective strategic plan. Especially, the identification of security requirements related dependencies is still unknown. Therefore, any work in such direction to capture the security requirements dependencies will contribute in the development of better strategic plans.

The ReleasePlanner treats all the requirements as planning objects and there is no support to deal security differently from the other kinds of requirements. It is found through analysis that there is a need to develop such a mechanism in the ReleasePlanner to manage security requirements for strategic release planning. One can argue that requirement dependencies can be used for managing security and functional requirements relationship. But, firstly security is dynamic and completely different from other func-
tional and quality requirements. Secondly, one security relationship can have a deep impact on the security of the whole System. Thirdly, the security requirement has different attributes protection, asset and harm than any other requirement as described earlier 3.2.2. Therefore, it is an interesting research direction to look release planning from the angle of security requirements.

The ReleasePlanner does not explicitly deals with evolving security requirements. It categorizes all the requirements equally which means no differentiation between evolving or changing requirement as discussed in the analysis 3.2.2. For example, SRE1 (a security requirement) is delivered in the first release but later the requirement changes completely. Now, a developing organization wants to update the strategic plan, which is impossible in between of the project and for making any change the organization need to wait until the post release analysis. The description of SRE1 can be changed but we are referring about the forms of SRE1 before and after the delivery of a release and its impact on the other requirements. Therefore, the handling of evolving security requirements is another future research direction.

5 Conclusion

We have conducted a case study on the commercial tool ReleasePlanner. The motivation of study is to know the treatment of functional, security and evolving security requirements by the tool. The study was designed to collect data through capturing screen-shots of different steps of the tool. One can argue about design of this study as we have not had a preliminary knowledge about working of the tool. But we have used the user manual and notes provided on the site of the tool to mitigate this limitation. A gap to manage security requirements dependency (e.g a relationship between security functional and other functional requirement) after the analysis of results is found. Moreover, we observed that sequential development of such dependencies can cause delay in delivering the software product release. The researcher involved in this study is not a native speaker, therefore, interpretations of the results is also a threat to validity. But, the results was discussed with another scientist to reconfirm the interpretations. It is also a matter of fact that ReleasePlanner is a complex tool and require good background knowledge before conducting such study.
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7 Appendix

In this section, a preliminary data used at different stages of this case study is provided.

7.1 Case Study Input

This section contains all the inputs provided to ReleasePlanner for developing a strategic release plan. At the first stage, a list of customer demands was prepared. Then each customer demand was analyzed until it becomes a unique testable requirement. The functional, security and evolving security requirements are gathered from a set of unique testable requirements and grouped into functional, security and evolving security requirements. In next stage, a cost and time resource to implement each requirement are estimated and logged into the table. Similarly, the dependency relationship between all requirements are captured through human judgement.

7.1.1 Customer Demands

The following are demands by the customer to develop a meeting scheduler system.

- A meeting proposed shall be able to find a room based on FIFO principle
- All participants’ calendar/availability and preferences are collected into a database
- All participants are notified (by email) about the meeting time/location
- The meeting room doors should be accessible by the attendants at given time
- The meeting room doors should not be accessible by the non-attendants at given time

7.1.2 Requirements

In this section, the natural language description of functional, security and evolving security requirements are provided.

The table 1 describes a set of functional requirements to develop a meeting scheduler system. A unique requirement’s identifier is provided with each requirement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Functional Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fun1</td>
<td>The system shall keep record of all meeting rooms in JLB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun2</td>
<td>The system shall keep record of all participants’ preferences for meeting (means time).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun3</td>
<td>The system shall have calendar information of all participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun4</td>
<td>The system shall find a room for any proposal of meeting by any participant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun5</td>
<td>The system shall book an available room for the proposed meeting based on the FIFO principle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun6</td>
<td>The system shall consider each participant’s preferences before booking of meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun7</td>
<td>The system shall consider availability of all participants based on their calendar information before booking of meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun8</td>
<td>The system shall tag &quot;booked&quot; after booking a room for the proposed meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun9</td>
<td>The system shall notify about the time of meeting to each attending participant through email.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun10</td>
<td>The system shall notify about the location (room) of meeting to each attending participant through email.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun11</td>
<td>The system shall maintain the records of administrative stuff that includes secretaries and IT people of the building or department.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Functional requirements

The table 2 explains a set of security requirements of a meeting scheduler system.

The list of evolving security requirements are provided in the table 3.

7.1.3 Organizational Resource Estimations

There are certain resources required for developing a system, therefore it is very important for an organization to determine what type of resources required to develop a certain system. In this study, we have assumed that only cost and time are two types of resources required for the development of meeting scheduler system. In the next step, it is important for an organiza-
Table 2: Security requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Security Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRE1</td>
<td>The system shall provide access of booked meeting room to attending participants of the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE2</td>
<td>The system shall not provide access of booked meeting room to non-attending participants of the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE3</td>
<td>The system shall provide access of any meeting rooms to secretaries through a valid key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE4</td>
<td>The system shall have a mechanism to issue valid key of the room to chair of the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE5</td>
<td>The system shall have a mechanism to log return of valid key of the room from chair of the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE6</td>
<td>The system shall allow only secretaries to issue key of the meeting room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE7</td>
<td>The system shall allow only secretaries to log key return of the meeting room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE8</td>
<td>The system shall have a mechanism to insure that chair of meeting should return key of the meeting room to secretaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE9</td>
<td>The system shall allow only IT people to enter in the server room through a valid key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE10</td>
<td>The system shall have a mechanism to protect servers from other than IT staff of building.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.4 Requirements Estimations

There are certain resources required to implement each requirement. A list of cost and time required to develop requirements of a meeting scheduler system are provided in this section. The coupling and precedence relationship between requirements are also described in this section.

The table 5 is showing the cost and time implement functional requirements with a coupling and precedence relationship of a requirement with the other requirements.
Identifier | Evolving Security Requirement
---|---
EV1 | The system shall keep lock the doors all time.
EV2 | The system shall allow access in the building only to valid key holder of all the doors.
EV3 | The system shall have a mechanism of video recording of important assets of building.

Table 3: Evolving security requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Total Available Cost</th>
<th>Total Available Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release1</td>
<td>£200000</td>
<td>850 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release2</td>
<td>£100000</td>
<td>600 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release3</td>
<td>£110000</td>
<td>900 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release4</td>
<td>£50000</td>
<td>400 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release5</td>
<td>£400000</td>
<td>1000 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Total organizational resource estimations in terms of cost and time

In the table 6, a cost, time, coupling and precedence information of security requirements are provided.
The table 7 contain a cost, time to implement evolving security requirements. There was no coupling and precedence relationship was found.

7.2 Instructions for Stakeholders to Use Prioritization Section of the ReleasePlanner

The following list was provided to the stakeholders (those have participated in this study) as a guidance for using the stakeholders’ prioritization area of the ReleasePlanner:

- You will see update user information page at the first place, if you want to change any of the personal details then you can fill the form and click button “Update user information” otherwise click button “Skip”.

- You will reach in the main page titled “Existing projects” after clicking any of the above buttons. Here you will see project name “Meeting scheduler JLB”. Please click on the project name and you are in the page titled “Prioritization”. Now you will see two types of tabs named “Criteria” and “Groups”. The criteria’s are “Urgency”, “value”, “Risk”, “Volatility” and “Necessary” which will be used for priority of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Precedence</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fun1</td>
<td>£15000</td>
<td>125hours</td>
<td>Fun4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun2</td>
<td>£17000</td>
<td>145hours</td>
<td>Fun6</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun3</td>
<td>£1000</td>
<td>100hours</td>
<td>Fun7</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun4</td>
<td>£16500</td>
<td>155hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun5</td>
<td>£22000</td>
<td>250hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fun6 and Fun7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun6</td>
<td>£14000</td>
<td>150hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fun5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun7</td>
<td>£16000</td>
<td>165hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fun5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun8</td>
<td>£8000</td>
<td>70hours</td>
<td>Fun9 and Fun10</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun9</td>
<td>£7000</td>
<td>50hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fun10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun10</td>
<td>£7000</td>
<td>50hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fun9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun11</td>
<td>£13000</td>
<td>110hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Functional requirements’ estimations

certain requirement in two “Groups” of requirement “Functional requirements” and “Security requirement”.

- By clicking on any of the above tab like “Urgency” and then clicking green button “View criterion Description” you will find the purpose of that particular tab. Similarly, by clicking the green button “View requirements details” and then clicking any requirement from the “List” on your left side you can see description of that requirement.

- Now chose any type of priority by clicking any tab and click your choice of requirements group either “Functional requirements” or “Security requirements” for voting.

- For example, I clicked on the “Urgency” tab and then “Security requirements” tab. Below, I can see list of “Requirements” on my left side and nine relative values from “Extremely low” to “Extremely high”. Now I thought that “SRE6” requirement seems in between “Low” to “Average” level of urgency for me. Therefore, I just pick that requirement from the “List” and drop it in the box “4”. I can see the message “Vote saved”. It’s done.

- Then, I performed the same procedure on all set of requirements until my requirement list is empty.

- At-last, I just clicked the button “Submit priorities” to submit my vote for all set of requirement in one group “Security requirements” for one level of priority like “Urgency”
### Table 6: Security requirements’ estimations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Precedence</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRE1</td>
<td>£20000</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td>SRE4</td>
<td>SRE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE2</td>
<td>£10000</td>
<td>70 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE3</td>
<td>£19000</td>
<td>170 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE4</td>
<td>£14000</td>
<td>135 hours</td>
<td>SRE5 and SRE8</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE5</td>
<td>£12000</td>
<td>100 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE6</td>
<td>£8000</td>
<td>60 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SRE8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE7</td>
<td>£8000</td>
<td>60 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SRE5 and SRE8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE8</td>
<td>£12000</td>
<td>80 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE9</td>
<td>£11000</td>
<td>90 hours</td>
<td>SRE10</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE10</td>
<td>£9000</td>
<td>55 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Evolving security requirements estimations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Precedence</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EV1</td>
<td>£10000</td>
<td>110 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV2</td>
<td>£18000</td>
<td>155 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV3</td>
<td>£22000</td>
<td>160 hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- It is not necessary that you need to prioritize all groups of requirements or all priority levels like “Urgency”. Rather, it is your own choice that you feel what is important.